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College of Arts, Humanities & Social Sciences

Anthropology

Clark, Bonnie J.

Technical Report


Exhibits/Performances/Installations

Canaly, B. (Director), and Clark, Bonnie J. (Performer). Amache Rose. Film. Denver Botanic Gardens, Denver, CO (June 2022).

Gomez, Esteban

Book Chapter


Herzog, Nicole M.

Journal Article, Academic Journal

Kreps, Christina F.

**Conference Proceeding**


**Journal Article, Academic Journal**


**Exhibits/Performances/Installations**


Casanova, Kate

**Exhibition Catalog**


**Exhibits/Performances/Installations**


Chauvin, Catherine

*Exhibits/Performances/Installations*


Fajardo, Rafael A. *(see Emergent Digital Practices)*

Headrick, Annabeth

*Book Chapter*


*Book Review*


Hollenbach, Kate *(see Emergent Digital Practices)*

Hosmer-Dillard, Mollie

*Exhibits/Performances/Installations*


Howard, Deborah

*Exhibits/Performances/Installations*


MacInnes, Roddy

*Journal Article, Professional Journal*


*Exhibits/Performances/Installations*


MacInnes, Roddy. *I Wonder If You Can.* Art—Exhibition, Jurying. Siena Awards, Siena, Italy (October 1, 2022–November 20, 2022).


MacInnes, Roddy. *Siena Creative Photo Awards.* Art—Exhibition, Jurying. Siena Creative Photo Awards, Siena, Italy (October 1, 2022–November 20, 2022).

Magnatta, Sarah J.

*Book Chapter*


*Journal Article, Academic Journal*


*Exhibits/Performances/Installations*


Mehran, Laleh *(see Emergent Digital Practices)*

Montgomery, Scott B.

*Book Chapter*

Exhibits/Performances/Installations


Journal Article, Academic Journal


Moor, Bilha

Book Chapter


Journal Article, Academic Journal


Mulvey, Mia

Exhibits/Performances/Installations


**Sobel, Dean S.**

**Exhibits/Performances/Installations**


**Stott, Annette**

**Other Publications**


**Wang, Chinn**

**Exhibits/Performances/Installations**


**Weaver, Timothy** (*see Emergent Digital Practices*)
Communication Studies

Hanan, Joshua

*Journal Article, Academic Journal*


Park-Ozee, Dakota

*Journal Article, Academic Journal*


Suter, Elizabeth

*Book Chapter*


*Instructional Cases (Textbook)*

Journal Article, Academic Journal


Tietsort, Cris J.

Journal Article, Academic Journal


Willer, Erin K.

Book Chapter


Internet publication (e.g., blogpost)

Willink, Kate

*Journal Article, Academic Journal*


**Economics**

Schneider, Markus

*Book Chapter*


Schwardt, Henning

*Journal Article, Academic Journal*


**Emergent Digital Practices**

Coleman, Christopher D.

*Curatorial Essay*

Coleman, Christopher D. *Are We Here? (Are We Unique or...)*. *Feral File* (2022).

*Exhibits/Performances/Installations*

Coleman, Christopher D. *The Bastards*. Digital Media—New Media Art. Superchief Gallery, Los Angeles, CA (September 2022).

Coleman, Christopher D. *Digital Self*. Digital Media—New Media Art. Galerie Jano Lapin, Montreal (September 2022–October 2022).

Coleman, Christopher D. *Flora / Fauna #2*. Digital Media—New Media Art. *tz1and* Online (May 2022).


Coleman, Christopher D. *Refraction Festival New York City*. Digital Media—New Media Art. Refraction DAO, New York, NY (June 2022).

Coleman, Christopher D. *Refraction X HNT Labs @ Black Box*. Digital Media—New Media Art. Refraction DAO, Denver, CO (March 2, 2023).

Coleman, Christopher D. *Refraction X Miami*. Digital Media—New Media Art. Refraction DAO, Miami, FL (November 2022).

Coleman, Christopher D. *RIP HEN IRL*. Digital Media—New Media Art. Valuart Gallery, Lugano-Paradiso, Switzerland (November 2022).

Coleman, Christopher D. *SSH Copy Series / Future Bodies*. Digital Media—New Media Art. New Media Caucus, Blacksburg, VA (September 2022).

Coleman, Christopher D. *Superchief X Shibuya*. Digital Media—New Media Art. Neo Shibuya TV, Shibuya, Japan (November 2022).

Coleman, Christopher D. *Supernova 2022*. Digital Media—New Media Art. Denver Digerati, Denver, CO (September 2022).

Coleman, Christopher D. *Surveyors of Magic / Despace*. Digital Media—New Media Art. Refraction DAO, Berlin, Germany (October 2022).


Coleman, Christopher D. *Threaded Tracing*. Digital Media—New Media Art. TSI/Harland Snodgrass Gallery, New York State College of Ceramics Alfred University, Alfred, NY (March 28, 2023–April 9, 2023).
Fajardo, Rafael A.

**Exhibits/Performances/Installations**

Fajardo, Rafael A. *Visiting Latinx Artist*. Digital Media—Games and Game Art. Anderson Ranch Arts Center, Snowmass Village, CO (September 15, 2022–October 14, 2022).


Hollenbach, Kate

**Conference Proceeding**


**Exhibits/Performances/Installations**


Mehran, Laleh

**Exhibits/Performances/Installations**


**Weaver, Timothy**

*Conference Proceeding*


*Exhibits/Performances/Installations*


**English & Literary Arts**

Cottrell, Patrick

*Podcast*


*Exhibits/Performances/Installations*


Davis, Clark

*Book Review*


Ellard, Donna Beth

*Book Chapter*


Feder, Rachel

*Book Editor*

Foust, Graham

*Journal Article, Academic Journal*


*Poetry, Journal*


Gao, Menglu

*Podcast*


*Web Publication*


Hesse, Douglas D.

**Book Chapter**


Howard, Joanna E.

**Book Review**


Howard, W. Scott

**Editor, Journal Editor**


Interview


Journal Article, Academic Journal


Literary Essay


Poetry, Journal


Missaghi, Poupeh

Book


Editorial


Journal Article, Professional Journal

Translation or Transcription


Exhibits/Performances/Installations


Missaghi, Poupeh, and Mollie Hosmer-Dillard. Literature and Art as Modes of Resistance, as Modes of Solidarity: A Day of Action for/with Iran. Willamette University, Pacific Northwest College of Art, Portland, OR (January 12, 2023).

Perry, R. D.

**Book Chapter**


**Editor, Book**


Ramke, Bin

**Book**


**Exhibits/Performances/Installations**


Rovner, Adam L.

**Book Chapter**

Stratton, Billy J.

Editor, Journal


Interview


Journal Article, Academic Journal


Journal Article, Public or Trade Journal


**Regular Column in Journal or Newspaper**


**Short Fiction, Journal**


**Turner, Lindsay K.**

**Poetry, Journal**

Turner, Lindsay K. “In February We Drove to the Atlantic.” The Hopkins Review, 2022.

**Ulibarri, Kristy L.**

**Book**


**Book Review**


**Internet Publication (e.g., blogpost)**

Gender & Women's Studies

Beaudoin, Luc

*Book*


*Book Chapter*


History

Campbell, Elizabeth A.

*Book*


*Book Chapter*


Helstosky, Carol

*Translation or Transcription*

Ioris, Rafael R.

Academic/Professional Blog Contributor


**Book Chapter**


**Book Review**


**Journal Article, Academic Journal**


**Journal Article, Public or Trade Journal**


**Magazine/Trade Publication**

Parker, Angela K.

*Book Review*


Patel, Trishula R.

*Journal Article, Academic Journal*


*Magazine/Trade Publication*

Patel, Trishula R. “‘Two Separate Societies, Divided by Color’: Race, Colonialism, and *Bridgerton.*” *Perspectives in History* 60, no. 6 (September 2022): 16–18.

Philpott, William P.

*DVD*


*Essay*


Schulten, Susan M.

*Book*

**Book Review**


**Journal Article, Academic Journal**


**Podcast**


**Exhibits/Performances/Installations**


**Smith, Hilary A.**

**Book Review**


**Essay for Exhibition Catalogue**

Journal Article, Academic Journal


Newsletter


Lamont School of Music

 Abbott, Michael J.

Exhibits/Performances/Installations

Le Boeuf, R. et al., and the Colorado Jazz Repertory Orchestra. CJRO Concert. Music Performance—Major Participant, Jazz Orchestra. Arvada Center for the Arts and Humanities, Arvada, CO (October 22, 2022).

Bouton, Arthur E.

Exhibits/Performances/Installations


Bouton, Arthur E. (Director), and the Colorado Jazz Repertory Orchestra. Ellington and Basie. Music Conducting—Professional Ensemble, Regular. Lone Tree, CO (January 22, 2023).


Bouton, Arthur E. (Director), and the Colorado Jazz Repertory Orchestra. *Holidays with the CJRO.* Lakewood Cultural Center, Lakewood, CO (December 4, 2022).


Bouton, Arthur E. (Performer), and the Boulder Philharmonic Orchestra. *Hymn to the Earth.* Music Performance—Symphony Orchestra Member, Principal. Boulder, CO (October 8, 2022).

Bouton, Arthur E. (Director), and the Colorado Jazz Repertory Orchestra. *CJRO at LUMC.* Music Performance—Symphony Orchestra Member, Principal. Littleton United Methodist Church, Littleton, CO (September 30, 2022).


Bouton, Arthur E. (Director), and the Colorado Jazz Repertory Orchestra. *An Evening with Larry Bragg.* Music Performance—Symphony Orchestra Member, Principal. Arvada Center for the Arts and Humanities, Arvada, CO (August 6, 2022).


Bouton, Arthur E. (Director), and the Colorado Jazz Repertory Orchestra. *City Park Jazz Festival.* Music Composition—Major Work, Performance, Professional Ensemble. Denver, CO (July 3, 2022).

Bouton, Arthur E. (Director), and the Colorado Jazz Repertory Orchestra. *Simple Sinatra*. Music Composition—Major Work, Performance, Professional Ensemble. Parker Arts Culture, and Events Center, Parker, CO (May 23, 2022).

Bouton, Arthur E. (Director), and the Colorado Jazz Repertory Orchestra. *Simply Sinatra*. Music Composition—Major Work, Performance, Professional Ensemble. Arvada Center for the Arts and Humanities, Arvada, CO (May 21, 2022).


Byrd-Marrow, David

*Exhibits/Performances/Installations*


Byrd-Marrow, David (Performer), and the Cleveland Orchestra. *Subscription Concert*. Section Hornist. Cleveland, OH (February 21, 2023–February 25, 2023).


Byrd-Marrow, David (Performer), and the Knights. *The Knights Tour Germany and Denmark*. Music Performance—Symphony Orchestra Member, Principal. Germany/Denmark (October 23, 2022–November 6, 2022).


Byrd-Marrow, David (Performer), and the Chamber Music Society of Lincoln Center. *Chamber Music Society of Lincoln Center at the Harris Theatre*. Music Performance—Full Chamber Recital. Chicago, IL (October 3, 2022–October 6, 2022).


Byrd-Marrow, David (Performer), and the Momenta Quartet. *Momenta Festival VII—Horn Fifths*. Music Performance—Full Chamber Recital. New York, NY (September 17, 2022).

Byrd-Marrow, David (Performer), and the Knights. *The Kreuzer Project with the Knights at the Ravinia Festival*. Music Performance—Participation. Ravinia, IL (September 10, 2022–September 14, 2022).


Byrd-Marrow, David (Performer), and the Chamber Music Society of Lincoln Center. *Summer Evenings*. Music Performance—Full Chamber Recital, New York, NY/Austin, TX/Saratoga Springs, NY (July 10, 2022–July 17, 2022).


Byrd-Marrow, David (Performer), and the Knights. *Opening Night Concert: Yo-Yo Ma and the Knights*. Music Performance—Symphony Orchestra Member, Principal. Caramoor, NY (June 15, 2022–June 18, 2022).


Byrd-Marrow, David (Performer), and the St. Paul Chamber Orchestra. Second Horn. St. Paul, MN (May 18, 2022).


Byrd-Marrow, David (Performer), and the Olmos Ensemble. *Olmos Got Rhythm*. Music Performance—Full Chamber Recital. San Antonio, TX (April 1, 2022–April 4, 2022).
Cahill, Susan

*Exhibits/Performances/Installations*

Harris, Richard et al., and the Lamont Faculty. *Soldier’s Tale*. Music Performance—Full Chamber Recital. Lamont School of Music, Denver, CO (April 4, 2022).

Cheng, Stephanie

*Exhibits/Performances/Installations*


Cheng, Stephanie. *Faculty Artists Recital Series*. Music Performance—Full Chamber Recital. Lamont School of Music, Denver, CO (September 25, 2022).


Deck, Warren

*CD, Entire Recording*

Friar, Sean R.

**Broadcast Media**

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8Dt56LlmLeg.

**Musical Composition**


**Exhibits/Performances/Installations**


Friar, Sean (Composer and Performer), and J. Siegfried (Performer). *Mezereon*. Music Composition—Major Work, Performance, Professional Ensemble. Appalachian State University, Boone, NC (March 29, 2023).

Friar, Sean (Composer and Performer), and J. Siegfried (Performer). *Shades*. Music Composition—Major Work, Performance, Professional Ensemble. Appalachian State University, Boone, NC (March 29, 2023).

Friar, Sean (Composer and Performer), and J. Siegfried (Performer). *Two Solitudes*. Music Composition—Major Work, Performance, Professional Ensemble. Appalachian State University, Boone, NC (March 29, 2023).


Friar, Sean (Composer and Performer), and J. Siegfried (Performer). *Shades*. Music Performance—Full Chamber Recital. University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill, NC (March 27, 2023).

Friar, Sean (Composer and Performer), and J. Siegfried (Performer). *Two Solitudes*. Music Performance—Full Chamber Recital. University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill, NC (March 27, 2023).


Friar, Sean (Composer and Performer), and J. Siegfried (Performer). *Two Solitudes.* Music Composition—Major Work, Performance, Professional Ensemble, University of Memphis, Memphis, TN (March 22, 2023).


Friar, Sean (Composer and Performer), and J. Siegfried (Performer). *Shades.* Music Composition—Major Work, Performance, Professional Ensemble, Vanderbilt University, Nashville, TN (March 21, 2023).


Friar, Sean (Composer and Performer), and J. Siegfried (Performer). *Shades.* Music Composition—Major Work, Performance, Professional Ensemble, Austin Peay State University, Clarksville, TN (March 21, 2023).


Friar, Sean (Performer), and the NOW Ensemble. *Velvet Hammer.* Digital Media—Audiovisual Performance. WXOX Louisville, Louisville, KY (December 26, 2022).

Friar, Sean (Composer), and the NOW Ensemble. *Before and After.* Music Composition—Major Work, Performance, Professional Ensemble. Troy Listening Room, Troy, NY (December 9, 2022).

Friar, Sean (Composer), and the NOW Ensemble. *Before and After.* Music Composition—Major Work, Performance, Professional Ensemble. Brooklyn Public Library, Brooklyn, NY (December 8, 2022).


Friar, Sean (Composer), and the NOW Ensemble. Guest Artist Recital. Music Composition—Major Work, Performance. Penn State College of Arts and Architecture, State College, PA (October 17, 2022).

Friar, Sean (Composer), and the NOW Ensemble. “Rally” from Before and After. Digital Media—Audiovisual Performance. BFF FM Radio, San Francisco, CA (July 31, 2022).

Friar, Sean (Composer), and the NOW Ensemble. The Purple Vespertine. Digital Media—Audiovisual Performance. RTE Ireland, Ireland National Public Radio, Dublin, Ireland (July 15, 2022).

Friar, Sean (Composer), and the NOW Ensemble. The Purple Vespertine. Digital Media—Audiovisual Performance, RTE Ireland, Ireland National Public Radio, Dublin, Ireland (July 10, 2022).

Friar, Sean (Composer), and the Painted Sky Ensemble. Impulse Control. Music Composition—Major Work, Performance, Professional Ensemble. International Clarinet Association, Reno, NV (July 1, 2022).

Friar, Sean (Performer), and Conrad W. Kehn (Performer). Faculty Recital—Lamont Summer Academy. Music Performance—Partial Chamber Recital. Lamont School of Music, University of Denver, Denver, CO (June 21, 2022).

Friar, Sean (Composer), Lawrence Golan (Performer), and the Lamont Symphony Orchestra and Chorus. Season Finale. Lamont School of Music, University of Denver, Denver, CO (June 2, 2022).


Friar, Sean (Performer), and Martin Kuuskmann (Performer). Faculty Recital. Music Performance—Partial Chamber Recital. Lamont School of Music, University of Denver, Denver, CO (May 1, 2022).

Friar, Sean (Composer and Performer), and the NOW Ensemble. Done Deal. Digital Media—Audiovisual Performance. BFF.FM Radio, San Francisco, CA (April 17, 2022).

Friar, Sean (Composer and Performer), and the NOW Ensemble. *Before and After*. Digital Media—Audiovisual Performance. WGXC Radio, Hudson, NY (April 12, 2022)

Golan, Lawrence

*CD, Entire Recording*


*Exhibits/Performances/Installations*


Golan, Lawrence (Performer), and the York Symphony Orchestra. *A Tribute to Aretha Franklin*. Music Conducting—Professional Ensemble, Regular. York, PA (March 18, 2023).

Golan, Lawrence (Performer), and the Bayerische Philharmonie. *From the Bavarian Highlands*. Music Conducting—Regional, All-State, or Professional Ensemble. Munich, Germany (March 12, 2023).


Golan, Lawrence (Performer), and the Lamont Symphony Orchestra. *Schumann Konzertstück*. Denver, CO (February 7, 2023).


Golan, Lawrence (Performer), and York Symphony Orchestra. *Tchaikovsky’s 5th*. Music Conducting—Professional Ensemble, Regular. York, PA (October 1, 2022).

Golan, Lawrence (Performer), and the Yakima Symphony Orchestra. *Tchaikovsky’s 5th*. Music Conducting—Professional Ensemble, Regular. Yakima, WA (September 24, 2022).


Golan, Lawrence (Performer), and the Yakima Symphony Orchestra. *Cirque de la Symphonie*. Music Conducting—Professional Ensemble, Regular. Yakima, WA (June 25, 2022).

Golan, Lawrence (Performer), Sean Friar (Composer), and the Lamont Symphony Orchestra and Chorus. *Season Finale*. Lamont School of Music, University of Denver, Denver, CO (June 2, 2022).


Golan, Lawrence (Performer), and the Yakima Symphony Orchestra. *In Full Bloom: Mahler 5*. Music Conducting—Professional Ensemble, Regular. Yakima, WA (April 30, 2022).

Golan, Lawrence (Performer), Matthew Plenk (Director), Sahar Nouri (Performer), and the Lamont Symphony Orchestra and Opera Theatre. *A French Double Bill*. Music Conducting—Professional Ensemble, Regular. Denver, CO (April 21, 2022–April 24, 2022).

Harris, Richard (Performer) et al. and the Lamont Faculty. *Soldier’s Tale*. Music Performance—Full Chamber Recital. Lamont School of Music, University of Denver, Denver, CO (April 4, 2022).


**CD, Entire Recording**

Exhibits/Performances/Installations

Harris, Richard, and the Idyllwild Faculty. *Idyllwild Faculty Recital*. Music Performance—Partial Chamber Recital. Idyllwild, CA (July 21, 2022–Present).


Harris, Richard. *Baylor University Master Class*. Music—Adjudicator, Clinician, or Consultant. Baylor University, Waco, TX (September 30, 2022).

Harris, Richard. *University of Texas Master Class*. Music—Adjudicator, Clinician, or Consultant. University of Texas, Arlington, TX (September 29, 2022).


Harris, Richard. *Texas Tech University Master Class*. Music—Adjudicator, Clinician, or Consultant. Texas Tech University, Lubbock, TX (September 27, 2022).


Harris, Richard. *University of Texas Master Class*. Music—Adjudicator, Clinician, or Consultant. University of Texas, El Paso, TX (September 26, 2022).


Harris, Richard et al., and the Denver Brass. *Arvada Mix-Tape.* Music Performance—Full Chamber Recital. Arvada, CO (June 25, 2022).


Harris, Richard et al. and the Lamont Faculty. *Soldier's Tale.* Music Performance—Full Chamber Recital. Lamont School of Music, University of Denver, Denver, CO (April 4, 2022).


**Holland, Roger**

*Book Chapter*


*CD, Entire Recording*

Journal Article, Academic Journal


Manuscript


Exhibits/Performances/Installations


**Kehn, Conrad W.**

*Exhibits/Performances/Installations*

Friar, Sean (Performer), and Conrad W. Kehn (Performer). *Faculty Recital—Lamont Summer Academy*. Music Performance—Partial Chamber Recital. Lamont School of Music, University of Denver, Denver, CO (June 21, 2022).
Kinzie, John W.

Exhibits/Performances/Installations

Harris, Richard (Performer) et al., and the Lamont Faculty. Soldier’s Tale. Music Performance—Full Chamber Recital. Denver, CO (April 4, 2022).

Kuuskmann, Martin

Exhibits/Performances/Installations

Harris, Richard (Performer) et al., and the Lamont Faculty. Soldier’s Tale. Music Performance—Full Chamber Recital. Denver, CO (April 4, 2022).


Kuuskmann, Martin, and the Estonian Festival Orchestra. South-Korea Tour, Principal Bassoon. Music Performance—Symphony Orchestra Member, Principal. Seoul, South Korea (September 1, 2022–September 5, 2022).


Kuuskmann, Martin, the Lamont Faculty, and Select Students. *Lamont Side-by-Side Chamber Music Recital*. Music Performance—Full Chamber Recital. Lamont School of Music, University of Denver, Denver, CO (May 16, 2022).


Le Boeuf, Remy

*CD, Entire Recording*


*Magazine/Trade Publication*


*Music Composition—Score*


*Music Composition—Score, Jazz Orchestra*


*Music Composition—Score, Orchestra*


*Music Recording Album Release—Composer*

Music Recording Album Release—Engineer


Music Recording Album Release—Performer


Music Recording Album Release—Performer


Music Recording Single Release—Composer


Music Recording Single Release—Performer


Music Recording Single Release—Performer


Music Recording Single Release—Performer, Soloist

Music Recording Single Release—Producer


Music Recording Single Release—Recording Engineer


Newspaper


Exhibits/Performances/Installations


Le Boeuf, Remy (Composer and Performer), and the Memorial University of Newfoundland Jazz Orchestra. Architecture of Storms. Music Composition—Performance, University Ensemble. St. John’s, Newfoundland and Labrador, Canada (March 26, 2023).


Le Boeuf, Remy (Composer and Director), and the Lamont Jazz Orchestra. Colorado Conservatory for the Jazz Arts Big Band Boogie Bash. Music Composition—Major Work, Performance. Denver, CO (March 4, 2023).


Le Boeuf, Remy (Director), and the Lamont Jazz Orchestra. **Thad Jones Centennial Celebration**. University of Denver, Denver, CO (February 27, 2023).


Le Boeuf, Remy (Composer), and the Indiana University Jazz Ensemble. **Neener Neener**. Music Composition—Major Work, Performance. Indiana University, Bloomington, IN (February 13, 2023).

Le Boeuf, Remy (Composer, Director, and Performer), and the Nordkraft Big Band. **Nordkraft Big Band and Remy Le Boeuf at Kulturhus Arden**. Music Composition—Major Work, Performance, Professional Ensemble. Kulturhus Arden, Arden, Denmark (February 4, 2023).

Le Boeuf, Remy (Composer, Director, and Performer), and the Nordkraft Big Band. **Nordkraft Big Band and Remy Le Boeuf at Folkekirkens Hus**. Music Composition—Major Work, Performance, Professional Ensemble. Folkekirkens Hus, Aalborg, Denmark (February 3, 2023).


Le Boeuf, Remy (Performer), and the Colorado Jazz Repertory Orchestra. **Jazz Royalty—Counts, Dukes, and Barons of Big Band**. Music Performance—Major Participant, Jazz Orchestra. Lone Tree Arts Center, Lone Tree, CO (January 22, 2023).

Le Boeuf, Remy (Performer), and the Colorado Jazz Repertory Orchestra. **Jazz Royalty—Counts, Dukes, and Barons of Big Band**. Music Performance—Major Participant, Jazz Orchestra. Arvada Center for the Arts and Humanities, Arvada, CO (January 21, 2023).

Le Boeuf, Remy (Composer and Performer). **Remy Le Boeuf Quartet Concert at Sam First**. Music Composition—Major Work, Performance, Professional Ensemble. Sam First, Los Angeles, CA (December 30, 2022).


Le Boeuf, Remy (Performer), and Peter Stoltzman (Performer). *Adam Bartczak Republic Holiday Show*. Music Performance—Freelance. Dazzle Jazz Club, Denver, CO (December 12, 2022).


Le Boeuf, Remy (Director), and the Lamont Jazz Orchestra. *Charles Mingus Centennial Celebration*. University of Denver, Denver, CO (November 7, 2022).


Le Boeuf, Remy, and the Colorado Jazz Repertory Orchestra. **CRJO Concert.** Music Performance—Major Participant, Jazz Orchestra. Arvada Center for the Arts and Humanities, Arvada, CO (October 22, 2022).


Le Boeuf, Remy (Composer). **100 Days of Practice, Featuring Movements from Vignettes, by Chris Condon.** Digital Media—Instructional/Performance Video Series. Reedwerk Media, Freiburg, Germany (July 3, 2022–October 9, 2022).

Le Boeuf, Remy (Composer, Performer, and Producer). **Face Value.** Digital Media—Composer for Music Video (October 4, 2022).

Le Boeuf, Remy (Performer), Arthur Bouton (Performer), Mike Marlier (Performer), and the Colorado Jazz Repertory Orchestra. **New Beginnings.** Music Performance—Major Participant, Jazz Orchestra. Denver, CO (September 30, 2022).


Le Boeuf, Remy (Composer and Performer), and the Symphonic Jazz Orchestra. **Vignette for Orchestra Premiere.** Music Composition—Major Work, Performance, Professional Ensemble, Carpenter Center for Performing Arts, Long Beach, CA (September 18, 2022).


Le Boeuf, Remy (Composer and Performer), and the Third Herd Jazz Orchestra. **Neener Neener.** Music Composition—Major Work, Performance (September 9, 2022).

Le Boeuf, Remy (Performer). **Solúna, by Martha Kato.** Digital Media—Music Video, Performer (September 1, 2022).

Le Boeuf, Remy (Composer and Performer), and the Remy Le Boeuf Quintet. **Concert at Culture Lab.** Music Composition—Major Work, Performance, Professional Ensemble. Culture Lab, Brooklyn, NY (August 7, 2022).


**Leathwood, Jonathan L.**

*Editor, Journal Editor*


*Exhibits/Performances/Installations*


Marlier, Mike

**Exhibits/Performances/Installations**

Le Boeuf, R. et al., and the Colorado Jazz Repertory Orchestra. *CJRO Concert.* Music Performance—Major Participant, Jazz Orchestra. Arvada Center for the Arts and Humanities, Arvada, CO (October 22, 2022).

Le Boeuf, Remy, Arthur Bouton (Performer), Mike Marlier (Performer), and the Colorado Jazz Repertory Orchestra. *New Beginnings.* Music Performance—Major Participant, Jazz Orchestra. Denver, CO (September 30, 2022).

Martin, Joseph P.

**Exhibits/Performances/Installations**


Martin, Joseph P. (Director), J. Senecal (Outreach Director), and the Lamont Wind Ensemble. *Lamont Wind Ensemble Concert.* Music Conducting—Nonprofessional Ensemble, Regular. Gates Concert Hall, University of Denver, Denver, CO (March 8, 2023).


Martin, Joseph P. (Director), Richard Harris (Performer), J. Robinson-Miller (Performer), and the Lamont Wind Ensemble. *Lamont Wind Ensemble Concert.* Music Conducting—Nonprofessional Ensemble, Regular. Gates Concert Hall, University of Denver, Denver, CO (February 1, 2023).
Martin, Joseph P. (Performer), and the Denver Brass Quintet. *Christmas Eve Service.* Music Performance—Full Chamber Recital. Bethany Lutheran Church, Cherry Hills Village, CO (December 24, 2022).


Martin, Joseph P. (Performer), and the Denver Brass Quintet. Colorado Veterans Administration Holiday Concert. Music Performance—Full Chamber Recital. Fitzsimmons Veterans Administration, Aurora, CO (December 12, 2022).


Martin, Joseph P. (Performer), and the Denver Brass Quintet. *Children’s Hospital Holiday Concert.* Music Performance—Full Chamber Recital. Children’s Hospital, Aurora, CO (December 7, 2022).

Martin, Joseph P. (Performer), and the Denver Brass Quintet. *Denver Brass Quintet Concert.* Music Performance—Full Chamber Recital. Bethany Lutheran Church, Cherry Hills Village, CO (December 4, 2022).


Martin, Joseph P. (Performer), and the Denver Brass Quintet. *Colorado All-State Audition Workshop.* Music—Adjudicator, Clinician, or Consultant. Parker United Methodist Church, Parker, CO (November 5, 2022).


Martin, Joseph P. (Director), and the Lamont Wind Ensemble. *Lamont Wind Ensemble Concert.* Music Conducting—Nonprofessional Ensemble, Regular. Gates Concert Hall, University of Denver, Denver, CO (October 12, 2022).

Martin, Joseph P. (Director), A. Ahmad Post (Director), and the Lamont Wind Ensemble. *Bandaloop Performance.* Music Conducting—Nonprofessional Ensemble, Regular. Newman Center, University of Denver, Denver CO (September 29, 2022).


Martin, Joseph P. (Performer), and the Denver Municipal Band Quintet. *Crossroads Senior Center Performance*. Music Performance—Full Chamber Recital. Crossroads Senior Center, Northglenn, CO (September 10, 2022).


Martin, Joseph P. (Outreach Director), and the Denver Municipal Jazz Band. *Bible Park South by Southeast Festival*. Music Performance—Full Chamber Recital. Bible Park, Denver, CO (August 20, 2022).


Martin, Joseph P. (Director), and the Lamont Academy Orchestra and Wind Ensemble. *Lamont Summer Academy Final Concert*. Music Conducting—Nonprofessional Ensemble, Regular. Gates Concert Hall, University of Denver, Denver, CO (July 2, 2022).


Martin, Joseph P. (Director), and the Denver Municipal Band. *City Park Performance*. Music Conducting—Professional Ensemble, Regular. City Park, Denver, CO (June 4, 2022).


Martin, Joseph P. (Director) et al., and the Lamont Faculty and Select Students. Lamont Side-by-Side Concert. Music Conducting—Professional Ensemble, Regular. Gates Concert Hall, University of Denver, Denver, CO (May 16, 2022).

Martin, Joseph P. (Performer), and the Denver Brass. Alan Hood Celebratory Concert. Music Performance—Full Chamber Recital. Craig Hospital, Denver, CO (May 14, 2022).


Martin, Joseph P. (Performer), and the Denver Brass Quintet. Easter Service. Music Performance—Full Chamber Recital. Bethany Lutheran Church, Cherry Hills Village, CO (April 17, 2022).


Mayer, Steven A.

Exhibits/Performances/Installations

Mayer, Steven A. Universität der Kunste Master Class. Universität der Kunste, Berlin, Germany (December 5, 2022).


Mayer, Steven A. Master Class 50 Recital: Liszt/Wagner Transcriptions. Berlin, Germany (December 5, 2022).


**Melton, Heidi C.**

*Exhibits/Performances/Installations*


**Morelli, Sarah L.**

*Exhibits/Performances/Installations*

Morelli, Sarah L. (Performer), and the Leela Dance Collective. *Collaboration with the Lamont Wind Ensemble.* Dance—Interdisciplinary Work. Lamont School of Music, University of Denver, Denver, CO (November 11, 2022).


**Nouri, Sahar**

**Exhibits/Performances/Installations**

Golan, Lawrence (Performer), Matthew Plenk (Director), Sahar Nouri (Performer), and the Lamont Symphony Orchestra and Opera Theatre. *A French Double Bill.* Denver, CO (April 21, 2022–April 24, 2022).


**Ohriner, Mitchell S.**

*Book Chapter*


**Pikayzen, Igor**

*Exhibits/Performances/Installations*

Pikayzen, Igor (Performer), and Lindsay Garritson (Performer). *Violin Recital*. Music Performance—Full Solo Recital. Jureit Musicales, Stuart, FL (March 27, 2023).

Pikayzen, Igor (Performer), Tom Yaron (Performer), Ezgi Pikayzen (Performer), and Alice Yoo (Performer). *Beethoven, Brahms, Tchaikovsky*. Music Performance—Full Chamber Recital. Skylight, Denver, CO (February 14, 2023–February 20, 2023).


Pikayzen, Igor (Performer), David Byrd-Marrow (Performer), and Stephanie Cheng (Performer). *Brahms Horn Trio*. Music Performance—Partial Chamber Recital. Lamont School of Music, University of Denver, Denver, CO (September 25, 2022).


Pikayzen, Igor (Performer), and Irina Nuzova (Performer). *Beethoven, Kreisler, Dvorak*. Music Performance—Full Chamber Recital. Maya Summer Academy Festival, Annecy, France (July 2, 2022–July 9, 2022).


**Plenk, Matthew A.**

*Exhibits/Performances/Installations*

Golan, Lawrence (Performer), Matthew Plenk (Director), Sahar Nouri (Performer), and the Lamont Symphony Orchestra and Opera Theatre. *A French Double Bill*. Denver, CO (April 21, 2022–April 24, 2022).


Plenk, Matthew A. (Performer), and the Central City Opera. *Central City Opera Gala*. Music Performance—Participation. Denver, CO (April 29, 2022).

**Reynolds, Jeremy**

*Exhibits/Performances/Installations*

Martin, Joseph P. (Director), and the Lamont Faculty and Select Students. *Lamont Side-by-Side Concert*. Music Conducting—Professional Ensemble, Regular. Gates Concert Hall, University of Denver, Denver, CO (May 16, 2022).


Reynolds, Jeremy W. *Lamont Faculty Recital*. Music Performance—Full Solo Recital. Lamont School of Music, University of Denver, Denver, CO (February 3, 2023).


Sailer, Catherine A.

Exhibits/Performances/Installations


Sailer, Catherine A. *Cherry Creek High School Choir Clinic*. Music—Adjudicator, Clinician, or Consultant. Cherry Creek High School, Greenwood Village, CO (December 15, 2022).


Sailer, Catherine A. *Colorado Christian University Master Class*. Music—Adjudicator, Clinician, or Consultant. Colorado Christian University, Lakewood, CO (December 14, 2022).


Sailer, Catherine A. *Bear Creek High School Choir Clinic*. Music—Adjudicator, Clinician, or Consultant. Bear Creek High School, Lakewood, CO (December 5, 2022).


Sailer, Catherine A., the Lamont Chorale, the Lamont Women’s Chorus, the Lamont Men’s Choir, the Lamont Symphony Orchestra, the Rock Canyon High School Choir, and the Bear Creek High School Choir. *Forrest Requiem for the Living*. Denver, CO (April 2022–June 2, 2022).

Sailer, Catherine A. *Bear Creek High School Clinic*. Music—Adjudicator, Clinician, or Consultant. Bear Creek High School, Lakewood, CO (May 26, 2022).


Schulze, Michael J.

**Exhibits/Performances/Installations**


Stoltzman, Peter J.

**Exhibits/Performances/Installations**

Le Boeuf, Remy (Performer), and Peter Stoltzman (Performer). *Adam Bartczak Republic Holiday Show*. Music Performance—Freelance. Dazzle Jazz Club, Denver, CO (December 12, 2022).
Wang, Linda

Exhibits/Performances/Installations


Wang, Linda. *Texas Tech University Master Class*. Music—Adjudicator, Clinician, or Consultant. Texas Tech University, Lubbock, TX (December 5, 2022).


**Ward, Keith C.**

*Accreditation Visitors’ Report*


*Exhibits/Performances/Installations*


**Weiss, Zoe T.**

*Musical Score Editor*


*Regular Column in Journal or Newspaper*


*Exhibits/Performances/Installations*


**Zalkind, Matthew**

*Exhibits/Performances/Installations*


Zalkind, Matthew, and Julio Elizalde. *Lamont Faculty Artists Series Recital*. Music Performance—Full Solo Recital. Lamont School of Music, University of Denver, Denver, CO (January 12, 2023).


Zalkind, Matthew, Sandy Yamamoto, and Anton Nel. *University of Texas Concert*. Music Performance—Full Chamber Recital. University of Texas, Austin, TX (November 9, 2022).

Zalkind, Matthew. *University of Texas Cello Master Class*. Music—Adjudicator, Clinician, or Consultant. University of Texas, Austin, TX (November 7, 2022).

Zalkind, Matthew. *University of Texas Chamber Music Master Class*. Music—Adjudicator, Clinician, or Consultant. University of Texas, Austin, Austin, TX (November 5, 2022).


Zalkind, Matthew. *Beer and Beethoven at the Vivo Music Festival*. Music Performance—Full Chamber Recital. Columbus, OH (September 1, 2022).


**Languages, Literatures & Cultures**

Castellani, Victor

*Journal Article, Academic Journal*


Dimova, Polina

*Book Chapter*


Gilroy, James P.

*Book Review*


Pap, Jennifer

*Translation or Transcription*


Qiu, Ping

*Book Chapter*

**Journal Article, Academic Journal**


**Wilms, Wilfried**

*Book Chapter*


**Media, Film & Journalism Studies**

**Brown, Joe V.**

*Exhibits/Performances/Installations*

Brown, J. V. (Director). *The Earth is surveilled*, Joe Brown Films, Denver, CO (October 8, 2022).


**Buxton, Rodney**

*Exhibits/Performances/Installations*

Buxton, R. *On and off the road*, Digital Media—Website (June 14, 2017–Present).
Clark, Lynn S.

**Book Chapter**


**Journal Article, Academic Journal**


Coleman, Christopher D. (see Emergent Digital Practices)

Coppini, David

**Journal Article, Academic Journal**


**Research Report**

El Damanhoury, Kareem R.

**Book**


**Journal Article, Academic Journal**


**Research Report**


**Exhibits/Performances/Installations**


Jimenez Jr., Carlos

**Book Chapter**


**Journal Article, Academic Journal**

Exhibits/Performances/Installations

Jimenez, C. *Rocky Mountain reverb podcast*. Digital Media—Sound Art. Department of Media, Film, and Journalism Studies, University of Denver, Denver, CO (September 14, 2020–Present).

Kaneva, Nadia

*Editor, Journal*


*Journal Article, Academic Journal*


Liu, Runchao

*Book Chapter*


**Journal Article, Academic Journal**


**Polson, Erika**

**Journal Article, Academic Journal**

Polson, E. (2022). From the tag to the #hashtag: Street art, Instagram, and gentrification. *Space and Culture*.

**Schroeder, Sheila E.**

**Exhibits/Performances/Installations**


**Silver, Derigan A.**

**Book**


**Philosophy**

**Nail, Thomas A.**

**Book Chapter**


Journal Article, Academic Journal


Nathan, Marco J.

Journal Article, Academic Journal


Pessin, Sarah

Journal Article, Academic Journal


Exhibits/Performances/Installations

Pessin, Sarah. Writers on Writing. Digital Media—Website (April 2022–Present).

Reshotko, Naomi

Book

The Sixteenth Annual Celebration of Scholarship, Research, & Creative Work 2022–2023

**Political Science**

**Acevedo, Jesse**

*Book Review*


*Journal Article, Academic Journal*


**Chatfield, Sara**

*Book*


**Chen, Phil**

*Journal Article, Academic Journal*


**Masket, Seth**

*Book Chapter*

**Journal Article, Academic Journal**


**Journal Article, In-House Journal**


**Newsletter**


**Sperber, Elizabeth S.**

**Journal Article, Academic Journal**


**Sun, Jing**

**Book Chapter**


**Wilson, Joshua C.**

**Journal Article, Academic Journal**

**Magazine/Trade Publication**


**Podcast**


**Wolflink, Alena L.**

**Book**


**Journal Article, Academic Journal**


**Psychology**

**Aran, Özlü**

**Journal Article, Academic Journal**


Chiew, Kimberly

**Book Chapter**


**Journal Article, Academic Journal**


Davis, Elysia P.

**Journal Article, Academic Journal**


Journal Article, Professional Journal


DePrince, Anne P.

Book


Editorial


Internet publication (e.g., blogpost)


**Journal Article, Academic Journal**


**Newspaper**


**Podcast**


**Technical Report**


**Dmitrieva, Julia O.**

**Journal Article, Academic Journal**


**Technical Report**

Doom, Jenalee

**Journal Article, Academic Journal**


Enos Watamura, Sarah

**Journal Article, Academic Journal**


Garcia, Sarah

*Journal Article, Academic Journal*


Holm-Denoma, Jill

*Journal Article, Professional Journal*


Kim, Pilyoung

*Journal Article, Academic Journal*


**Proceedings**


Le, Yunying (Annie)

*Journal Article, Academic Journal*


**Lloyd, E. Paige**

*Journal Article, Academic Journal*


Journal Article, In-House Journal


Manczak, Erika M.

Book Chapter


Journal Article, Academic Journal


**McGrath, Lauren M.**

*Journal Article, Academic Journal*


**McRae, Kateri**

*Journal Article, Academic Journal*


**Podcast**
McRae, K., & Penner, A. C. *The actor’s mind, seasons 1–4*. University of Denver, Denver, CO (2022).

**Narayan, Angela J.**

*Book Chapter*


*Journal Article, Academic Journal*


Pennington, Bruce F.

*Journal Article, Academic Journal*


Perry, Nicholas S.

*Journal Article, Academic Journal*


Rhoades, Galena

*Journal Article, Academic Journal*


**Rozenman, Michelle**

*Internet publication (e.g., blogpost)*


*Journal Article, Academic Journal*


**Sokol-Hessner, Peter**

*Journal Article, Academic Journal*


**Storage, Daniel S.**

**Book Chapter**


**Journal Article, Academic Journal**


**Sweeny, Timothy D.**

**Journal Article, Academic Journal**

Religious Studies

Cobb, Christy

**Academic/Professional Blog Contributor**


**Book**


**Book Chapter**


**Book Review**


**Journal Article, Academic Journal**


Raschke, Carl A.

**Academic/Professional Blog Contributor**


**Journal Article, Academic Journal**


**Podcast**


**Translation or Transcription**


Stanton, Andrea

**Academic/Professional Blog Contributor**

Book


Book Chapter


Internet publication (e.g., blogpost)


Journal Article, Academic Journal


Sundaram, Dheepa

Academic/Professional Blog Contributor


Journal Article, Academic Journal

Sociology & Criminology

Byron, Reginald A.

*Journal Article, Academic Journal*


Del Rosso, Jared

*Book*


*CAHSS News and Events*


*Editorial*


Journal Article, Academic Journal

Del Rosso, Jared. “Can We Have Class Outside?” Humanitv & Society 46, no. 4 (2022): 687–694.

Newsletter


Nonprofit Blog


Gibson-Light, Michael J.

Book


Book Review


Educational Card Game

Journal Article, Academic Journal


Gordon, Hava R.

Journal Article, Academic Journal


Inlow, Alana R.

Journal Article, Academic Journal


Lautenschlager, Rachel

Journal Article, Academic Journal


Lin, Jeffrey L.

Journal Article, Academic Journal

Research Report


Martinez, Lisa M.

Book Chapter


Journal Article, Professional Journal


Pasko, Lisa J.

Newsletter


Research Report


Phillips, Scott

Book

Spanish Language, Literary & Cultural Studies

Guerra, Kathleen S.

*Book Chapter*


*Journal Article, Academic Journal*


Krögel, Alison

*Book Chapter*


*Book Review*


*Introduction to Book*

**Magazine/Trade Publication**


**Translation or Transcription**


**Exhibits/Performances/Installations**


Krögel, Alison M. *The Aspen Archives: Sheepherder Testimonies from the Colorado High Country (1925–Present).* Art—Exhibition, Curating. Davis Gallery, Denver, CO (September 26, 2022–October 20, 2022).


Krögel, Alison M. *The Aspen Archives: Sheepherder Testimonies from the Colorado High Country (1925–Present).* Digital Media—Website (September 2022).

**Reznicek-Parrado, Lina M.**

**Journal Article, Academic Journal**


### Theatre

**Hamilton, Ashley L.**

*Exhibits/Performances/Installations*


**Lacek, Janice B.**

*Exhibits/Performances/Installations*


**McDonald, Steven**

*Exhibits/Performances/Installations*


McKinney, Shannon L.

*Exhibits/Performances/Installations*


**Penner, Anne C.**

**Podcast**

McRae, Kateri, and Anne C. Penner. *The Actor’s Mind, Seasons 1–4, 2022.*

**Exhibits/Performances/Installations**


Asensio, Cedric

*Book Chapter*


Blankenship, J. Todd

*Journal Article, Academic Journal*


Fogleman, Jim

*Book Chapter*


Larson, Erica L.

*Journal Article, Academic Journal*


Linseman, Daniel A.

*Journal Article, Academic Journal*


Murphy, Shannon M.

*Journal Article, Academic Journal*


Nichols, Scott

*Journal Article, Academic Journal*


Patterson, David

*Journal Article, Academic Journal*


Qin, Yan

*Journal Article, Academic Journal*


**Quinn, Tom W.**

*Journal Article, Academic Journal*


**Sher, Anna A.**

*Journal Article, Academic Journal*


Tinghitella, Robin

*Journal Article, Academic Journal*


Van Engelenburg, Schuyler

*Journal Article, Academic Journal*


Velotta, Jonathan

**Journal Article, Academic Journal**


Wehman, Ann M.

**Book Chapter**


**Journal Article, Professional Journal**


Chemistry & Biochemistry

Aron, Allegra T.

**Journal Article, Academic Journal**


**Chapman, Erich**

*Journal Article, Academic Journal*


**Eaton, Gareth R.**

*Book Chapter*


*Journal Article, Academic Journal*


Eaton, Sandra S.

Book Chapter


Journal Article, Academic Journal


Horowitz, Scott

*Journal Article, Academic Journal*


Huffman, Alex

*Journal Article, Academic Journal*


*Exhibits/Performances/Installations*


Knowles, Michelle

*Book Chapter*


*Journal Article, Academic Journal*


**Journal Article, Professional Journal**


**Latham, John A.**

**Journal Article, Academic Journal**


**Majestic, Brian J.**

**Journal Article, Academic Journal**


**Michel, Brian W.**

**Book Chapter**


**Journal Article, Academic Journal**


Mitchell, Debbie G.

**Exhibits/Performances/Installations**


**Geography & the Environment**

Boschmann, Eric

**Journal Article, Academic Journal**


Daniels, J. Michael

**Journal Article, Academic Journal**


Goetz, Andy R.

**Journal Article, Academic Journal**

Li, Jing

Journal Article, Academic Journal


Nyantakyi-Frimpong, Hanson

Book Chapter


Journal Article, Academic Journal


Powell, Rebecca L.

*Journal Article, Academic Journal*


Sutton, Paul C.

*Introduction to Book*

Journal Article, Academic Journal


Zhang, Ming

Book Chapter


Journal Article, Academic Journal


Mathematics

Galatos, Nick

Journal Article, Academic Journal


Horn, Paul

Journal Article, Academic Journal


Kanade, Shashank

Journal Article, Academic Journal


Kinyon, Michael

Journal Article, Academic Journal


Latrémoilère, Frédéric

Journal Article, Academic Journal

Linshaw, Andrew R.

*Journal Article, Academic Journal*


Ormes, Nicholas S.

*Journal Article, Academic Journal*


Pavlov, Ronnie

*Journal Article, Academic Journal*


Vojtechovsky, Petr

*Journal Article, Academic Journal*


Yin, Mei

*Journal Article, Academic Journal*


**Physics & Astronomy**

Fan, Xin

*Manuscript*


Ghosh, Kingshuk

*Journal Article, Academic Journal*


Hoffman, Jennifer L.

*Journal Article, Academic Journal*


**Loerke, Dinah**

*Journal Article, Academic Journal*


**Salev, Pavel**

*Journal Article, Academic Journal*


Siemens, Mark

*Journal Article, Academic Journal*


Ueta, Toshiya

*Journal Article, Academic Journal*


Zink, Barry L.

*Journal Article, Academic Journal*

Ritchie School of Engineering & Computer Science

Computer Science

Das, Sanchari

Conference Proceeding


Journal Article, Academic Journal


Dewri, Rinku

Conference Proceeding


**Journal Article, Academic Journal**


**Durso, Catherine S.**

**Journal Article, Academic Journal**


**GauthierDickey, Chris J.**

**Conference Proceeding**

Haring, Kerstin S.

**Conference Proceeding**


**Journal Article, Academic Journal**


Hutt, Stephen J.

**Book Chapter**


**Conference Proceeding**


**Journal Article, Academic Journal**


**Leutenegger, Scott T.**

*Conference Proceeding*


**Liu, Faan Tone**

*Conference Proceeding*


*Journal Article, Academic Journal*


**Pittman, Dan E.**

*Conference Proceeding*


*Journal Article, Academic Journal*


**Reardon, Christopher M.**

*Conference Proceeding*


**Stevens, Alex L.**

*Journal Article, Academic Journal*

Electrical & Computer Engineering

Bok, Sangho

*Conference Proceeding*


*Journal Article, Academic Journal*


DeLyser, Ronald R.

*Conference Proceeding*


Fan, Rui

*Journal Article, Academic Journal*


**Feng, Howard**

*Journal Article, Academic Journal*


**Gao, David Wenzhong**

*Journal Article, Academic Journal*


**Mahmoodi, Seyed Reza**

*Journal Article, Academic Journal*


Mahoor, Mohammad H.

*Journal Article, Academic Journal*


Matin, Mohammad A.

*Conference Proceeding*


Öğmen, Haluk

*Conference Proceeding*


*Journal Article, Academic Journal*


Nonrefereed Archive Publications


Stefanovic, Margareta

Conference Proceeding


Journal Article, Academic Journal


Valavanis, Kimon

Conference Proceeding


*Journal Article, Academic Journal*


*Mechanical & Materials Engineering*

Azadani, Ali N.

*Conference Proceedings*


**Journal Article, Academic Journal**


**Patent**


**Clary, Chadd W.**

**Journal Article, Academic Journal**


**Gordon, Matt H.**

*Conference Proceeding*


**Hoffman, Joe D.**

*Journal Article, Academic Journal*


**Kumosa, Maciej**

*Journal Article, Academic Journal*


**Laz, Peter**

*Conference Proceeding*


Myers, Casey

Conference Proceeding


Journal Article, Academic Journal


Predecki, Paul K.

Journal Article, Academic Journal


Pryhoda, Moira K.

*Journal Article, Academic Journal*


Rullkoetter, Paul J.

*Conference Proceeding*


*Journal Article, Academic Journal*


Sabick, Michelle B.

*Conference Proceeding*


**Journal Article, Academic Journal**


**Conference Proceeding**


**Journal Article, Academic Journal**


**Journal Article, Academic Journal**


Daniels College of Business

Accountancy

Casey, Ryan

Journal Article, Academic Journal


Dworkis, Kelsey K.

Book Chapter


Journal Article, Academic Journal


Grove, Hugh D.

Journal Article, Academic Journal


Lassar, Sharon

**Book Chapter**


**Editor, Textbook**


**Editorial**

Instructor’s Manual


Patelli, Lorenzo

Editorial


Journal Article, Academic Journal


Waddoups, Nathan

Journal Article, Academic Journal

Business Ethics & Legal Studies

Ciocchetti, Corey C.

*Journal Article, Academic Journal*


Levine Segev, Libbi R.

*Journal Article, Professional Journal*


Olsen, Tricia D.

*Book*


Business Information & Analytics

Bartelt, Valerie

*Journal Article, Academic Journal*


Deng, Tianjie

**Journal Article, Academic Journal**


Elmore, Ryan T.

**Journal Article, Academic Journal**


Haag, Stephen E.

**Book**


Hayter, Anthony

**Journal Article, Academic Journal**


Langehennig, Stefani R.

**Academic/Professional Blog Contributor**


**Journal Article, Academic Journal**


Lee, Young Jin

**Journal Article, Academic Journal**


Urbaczewski, Andrew

**Conference Proceeding**


**Journal Article, Academic Journal**


Williams, Benjamin M.

**Book Chapter**


**Journal Article, Academic Journal**


Franklin L. Burns School of RECM

Engelstad, Jeff L.

**Editor, Journal Editor**


Holt, Eric A.

**Journal Article, Academic Journal**


Magazine/Trade Publication


Levine, Mark L.

Book


Journal Article, Professional Journal


Mueller, Drew G.

Journal Article, Academic Journal


Sah, Vivek

Journal Article, Academic Journal


Throupe, Ron L.

Research Report


**Fritz Knoebel School of Hospitality Management**

 Parsa, H. G.

*Editor, Journal Editor*


*Journal Article, Academic Journal*


Singh, Amrik

*Journal Article, Academic Journal*


Xie, Karen

*Journal Article, Academic Journal*

Management

Bergh, Donald D.

*Editorial*


Kim, Sung Soo

*Journal Article, Academic Journal*


Kwon, Jung Hyun

*Journal Article, Academic Journal*


Schnackenberg, Andrew K.

*Journal Article, Academic Journal*

Young, Cheri

Editorial


Zinnoury, Vijaya

Journal Article, Academic Journal


Marketing

Akaka, Melissa

Book Chapter


Journal Article, Academic Journal


Proceedings

Atefi, Yashar

*Journal Article, Academic Journal*


Baack, Daniel W.

*Journal Article, Academic Journal*


Besharat, Ali

*Journal Article, Academic Journal*
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